CHILD TIMELINE
Dear Steamboat Students and Families,
For the first week of homework, students will create a
personal timeline of their life up to this point (some of you may
already have something like this that you use for our classroom
birthday celebrations). Along with your help, please make sure your
child develops their own creations. As the year goes on, children
can add pictures and/or events to their timelines.
Personal Timeline Requirements:

- Due Friday, September 6th.
- Can either be one long strip (folded into sections based on each year of
their life) or a booklet (each page is a different year of their life)
- A cover page should include: name; Timeline Title; Steamboat classroom;
current age; current picture
- Other inclusions:
- first page or section should be their birth date (when, where,
what time they were born)
- each page or section should have a photo and short caption
describing that year or the photo
- If you don’t have a photo for each year, the student can draw
pictures
- These timelines will be posted in our classroom so that everyone can get
a chance to get to know each other
- Timelines will also be used for their birthday celebrations (parents do
not need to bring anything in from now on for celebrations; can still
bring in non-food treats for all the students)
- Students (and parents) will give a formal presentation of their timelines
during their birthday celebrations

Please let me know if you have any questions about the timeline project. Thank
you so much for your help!!

Mr. Adam

PAPER BAG GET TO KNOW YOU
Use a paper lunch bag to fill with items that describe who you are.
- Anywhere between 5 to 10 items that can fit in your bag…
- Photos of yourself, family, favorite place, pets… (photos can
be placed on our classroom wall as well)
- Tickets to a sporting event and/or a concert you went to…
- Favorite activity artifact
- Medals you have won
- Favorite toy, stuffed animal, etc.
- Be creative
- Favorite book
Design the bag with your name and anything else…
Bring it to class on Monday, August 19th to share with your
classmates...

